
 
 

Seeding the future of China with Israeli Innovation 
 
DS2 International Ltd. melds Israeli ingenuity with Chinese potential, creating innovative, cutting edge 
technological joint ventures that provide China with job opportunities and growth and provide funding to 
Israeli startups.  
 
Extending the Start-up Nation to China 
Israel is known as an unmatched "hot-bed" of creativity, hi-tech development and innovation. However, the 
country is small and can provide only limited opportunities for growth and market immersion. 
China is now in the process of moving from a "Made in China" mindset to one of, "Invented in China". As this 
continues, the business potential of the Israel-China connection becomes more and more evident. 
Collaboration between Israeli innovation and powerful, resource-rich China can give birth to a never before 
seen wealth of successful hi-tech companies and economic growth for both nations.  
DS2 is focused on developing successful joint ventures that seek to develop, produce and market in China in 
collaboration with partners located in Israel in the fields of: telecommunication, medical devices, 
semiconductors, green and clean-tech (fuel substitutes, solar), smart grid, agriculture (food, water 
treatment), communications, internet and cloud computing. 
 
Melding Expertise & Vision to Create a Better Future 
DS2 International seeks to build an unprecedented combination of true collaborative and synergetic 
partnership via joint Israel-China business ventures with DS2's expert team hands-on management and 
logistics assistance and guidance.  
DS2 management brings over 60 years of combined experience in the hi-tech industry granting exceptional 
insight into best practices for building successful joint ventures including business development, actualizing 
business potential and strategies to drive companies to success.  
 
Expertise combined with VISION molds the future.  
DS2 harnesses extensive business experience and acumen with entrepreneurial vision and the unique 
perspective of Israeli innovators to take promising hi-tech start-ups from idea stage to becoming the 
trendsetters of the future as well as supporting more fully fledged companies. 
 
Services 
DS2 builds Chinese-Israeli joint ventures, blending Chinese potential, Israeli entrepreneurship and DS2 
hands-on management and logistics assistance.   
Before seeking to build the JV, DS2 first employs a rigorous screening process to test start-up feasibility and 
viability. The DS2 team includes experts in the various segments of the hi-tech industry qualified to execute 
this screening process. 
After the screening process is completed DS2 identifies the available business and collaboration 
opportunities and lead negotiations of the investment stage from start to finish. The main source of 
investment is from the Chinese government, various provinces and private investors.   
DS2 implements a "hands on" process where our managing partner/s join the startup in an active position, 
facilitating access to DS2's broad network of connections, skills, experience and global expertise – enabling 
DS2 to provide all necessary technical, managerial and financial tools to promote the growth of the company 
and long term market success. 
 
For more information  
Please visit: www.ds2int.com or contact Danny Hacohen at: danny.hacohen@ds2int.com  
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